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a b s t r a c t

Visual comfort assessments employing luminance-based metrics rely on efficient CBDM techniques for

image synthesis. Data-driven BSDF models allow to isolate internal light paths in optically CFS from

CBDM. Bidirectional photon mapping is proposed for the efficient sampling of such models in the cal-

culation of the direct solar component in CBDM. The method allows accurate image synthesis for visual

comfort assessments with only two calculation steps, achieving comparable accuracy as the established

but complex 5PM. The validity of the approach is confirmed by comparison with backward ray-tracing.

Its exemplary application to compare two CFS in terms of glare control demonstrates the importance to

achieve reconcilability of conflicting targets such as view and glare control in daylighting.

© 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

.1. Background

The new European standard for daylight in buildings [1] sets re-

uirements for daylight provision, view, sunlight exposure, and glare

rotection as the key aspects of daylight performance. The aim

f daylighting is thereby extended from supplementing electrical

ighting as a means to reduce demand of electrical energy, to the

econciliation of daylight utilisation as a resource, and the mod-

ration of its negative effects on visual comfort. The latter is di-

ectly related to the operation of glare controls and artificial light-

ng, and therefore the electrical energy demand of buildings [2].

onsequently, planning and assessing the utilisation of daylight in

uildings cannot solely rely on measures of daylight provision by

lluminance-based performance metrics [3,4]. The holistic assess-

ent of daylight performance, including visual comfort and glare,

ather calls for luminance-based performance metrics [5–7].
Abbreviations: BSDF, Bidirectional Scattering Distribution Function; CBDM,

limate-Based Daylight Modelling; CFS, Complex Fenestration System; DC, Daylight

oefficient; DSF, Differential Scattering Function; DGI, Daylight Glare Index; DGP,

aylight Glare Probability; OoC, Out-Of-Core; 3PM, Three Phase Method; 5PM, Five

hase Method.
∗ Corresponding author.
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.2. CBDM in visual comfort assessments

The increase of efficiency, model variability, and accuracy are

bjectives that drive the ongoing evolution of CBDM techniques

8,9].

The efficiency of DC calculations in the generation of time-series

ata in daylight simulation is a fundamental premise for the ap-

lication of CBDM [10]. The computationally elaborate simulation

f light propagation, e.g. by ray-tracing, solves not for absolute

uantities such as luminance L or illuminance E, but rather the

ontribution of a defined region of the sky dome to the quantity.

he partition of the continuous sky hemisphere into a discrete set

f sky regions is defined by a directional basis. The scaling and

ummation of the individual contributions allow the simulation of

ifferent sky conditions. The isolation of variable sky conditions,

hich can be rapidly calculated from few measured parameters,

nd light transport in a building model, which is invariant but

laborate to simulate, allows to compute sensor data as well as

mages at any temporal resolution. The light simulation suite Radi-

nce supports DC calculations with the dedicated ray-tracing pro-

ram rcontrib.

Variability in terms of fenestration models is increased by the

PM. It splits the simulation of light transport before and after

ransmission through an interchangeable, data-driven fenestration

odel [11]. The 3PM aims at the efficient modelling of multiple

tates (e.g. open – closed, horizontal – tilted, clear – tinted) of a

enestration system, or at modelling design variants with different

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.enbuild.2019.109524
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/enbuild
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.enbuild.2019.109524&domain=pdf
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CFS that can then be compared. The 3PM has been integrated in

building performance simulation, such as Openstudio [12] or IDA

ICE [13].

The 3PM models the distribution of light transmitted by the

fenestration, as well as the distribution of light emitted by the sky,

at low directional resolution of ≈ 10◦. This leads to an accuracy

that is considered sufficient to predict daylight supply, but can-

not accurately model sun-light in image-based visual comfort as-

sessments [14,15]. Daysim employs a refined model of sun-light by

interpolation between 65 sparse, but narrow sun arranged along

sun-paths that depend on the location, or a refined solar model

of 2305 positions [16]. A similar separation of sky- and sun-light

is achieved by the Four Component Method [17]. Its directional ba-

sis is agnostic to the particular sun-path for a given location, but

denser with 2056 or 5035 positions [18].

The 5PM aims to maximize accuracy by combining a 3PM cal-

culation of diffuse sky-light and indirect sun-light with a refined

DC calculation of the direct solar component [19,20]. A sky model

comprising typically 5185 distant, narrow sources mimics the high

directionality of the sun since it agrees with its apparent angu-

lar diameter (≈ 0.5◦. Interpolation error is minimised due to the

density of the model. The fenestration is represented either by a

detailed geometric model, or by a refined data-driven model that

achieves high directional resolution of ≈ 1.4◦. Light propagation

from the sun (not the diffuse sky) through the fenestration to the

first intersection with a diffusely reflecting, interior surface is com-

puted employing this refined model. Accordingly, this segment is

removed from the results of the 3PM by subtraction of the result

of a second 3PM run with only one inter-reflection and a sun-only

sky model.

While removal of this segment – “direct” if light propagation

prior to transmission through the fenestration is not considered –

is easily achieved, the computation of its refined replacement with

Radiance is problematic. Since deterministic ray-tracing through

the fenestration would account only for regular transmission, the

backward ray-tracing algorithm has to generate random samples

that intersect with the fenestration, and then spawn shadow rays

toward the light sources. Unfortunately, the implementation in Ra-

diance does not allow to restrict the generation of such “secondary

shadow rays” to intersections with the fenestration, but also ap-

plies it to reflective interior surfaces that are equally reached by

the random rays. The 5PM avoids this unwanted inter-reflection by

a work-around, that requires to modify the model. Light propaga-

tion between fenestration and first subsequent intersection is com-

puted indirectly by multiplication of the illuminance distribution

in a model where all surfaces have zero reflectance, with a Lam-

bertian reflectance map. As outlined in Appendix A, this leads to a

complex sequence of 3PM and DC simulations, intermediate model

modifications, and pixel-wise image operations that comprise im-

age generation with the 5PM. Unfortunately, this complexity of the

5PM has so far hindered its wider adoption as well as its integra-

tion in front-ends.

While the aforementioned approaches aim to increase the gen-

eral accuracy of imagery, enhanced simplified DGP aims at match-

ing image generation to the particular sensitivity of one particular

glare metric, DGP [21]. DGP depends on four input variables, the

eye illuminance Ev, and the luminance, solid angles and position

indices of all n detected glare sources Ls,n, ωs,n, Ps,n [22]. Illumi-

nance, in particular by diffuse sky-light, can be efficiently solved

by the 3PM [14,15]. All but Ev and to some extend Ps,n are sensi-

tive to the directional resolution of sky and fenestration models,

but can be attributed to specular reflection and regular transmis-

sion in a typical architectural context, and lend themselves to fast

deterministic ray-tracing. While constrained to the DGP metric, the

method allows for fast glare assessments including multiple view

points and directions [23]. A similar separation of diffusely scat-
ered and regularly transmitted light in daylight simulation cou-

ling radiosity with ray-tracing has been proposed for quasi real-

ime glare assessments for the control of Venetian blinds [24].

.3. Data-driven modeling of CFS

Matrix-based daylight simulation techniques share a general,

ata-driven model of the fenestration’s BSDF, that can be popu-

ated either by measurements or by computational means [25–28].

uch models act as a “black box.” Rather than describing the of-

en complex optical mechanisms causing an effect on light scat-

ering, they externalise this complexity and just look up and in-

erpolate the contained data. Similar to the partition of the sky

n CBDM, a directional basis is required to translate the continu-

us distribution into a set of coefficients. The fenestration model

f the 3PM emerged from solar heat gain calculations and has a

ow directional resolution of 145 incident and 145 outgoing direc-

ions as defined by the Klems basis [29]. An assymetric directional

asis combining 145 incident with 1297 outgoing directions was

roposed by the International Energy Agency for daylighting appli-

ations [30, p.8.16–8.22] and has been implemented in Radiance

31]. Since further refinement of the directional basis leads to an

xponential increase of model size, Radiance implements the ten-

or tree of locally adaptive resolution. This compact data-structure

chieves a high directional resolution of ≈ 1.5◦ for anisotropic, and

ven higher resolution for isotropic scattering [32].

The calculation of the direct solar component in the 5PM relies

n stochastic backward sampling [33, p. 128]. Only a high density

f random rays, originating from the receiver surface and reaching

he data-driven model of the CFS, ensures that the narrow solar

ngle of the sun is reached. The BSDF proxy not only adds visual

etail such as shadow-patterns and the fenestration geometry, but

oves regular transmission through CFS into the domain of fast

eterministic ray-tracing [34]. Peak extraction triggers deterministic

ay-tracing if regular transmission is identified as a distinct peak

n the distribution [35] and achieves good results even with low-

esolution BSDF, but is limited to the case of regular transmission

ith no significant forward scattering.

.4. Daylight simulation with the PHOTON MAP

The Photon Map extension of Radiance primarily targets mod-

lling of reflective and refractive devices that deflect or concentrate

ight [36]. The bidirectional algorithm distributes particles forward

originating from the light sources - in a geometric model, and

ecords their collisions with diffusely scattering surfaces. The den-

ity of photons is then evaluated as an estimate of local illumi-

ance to solve for diffuse reflection and transmission. As any for-

ard rendering technique, the algorithm is efficient in account-

ng for small or highly directional light sources. To reduce visible

rtefacts due to the inherent bias and noise introduced by photon

apping, illuminance can be evaluated indirectly by one indirect-

iffuse reflection. Full support for data-driven BSDF models has

een implemented in the Photon Map in recent releases of Ra-

iance [37].

Contribution photons are linked to their original light source and

llow applications of the Photon Map in DC calculations. To ac-

ount for each light source, for which a coefficient shall be gener-

ted, by a sufficient number of photons, the total amount of pho-

ons in the contribution photon map has to increase with the di-

ectional resolution of the sky model. The resulting photon map

herefore grows significantly when refined sky-models of high res-

lution are employed. An OoC data-structure allows to exceed the

imits of installed memory. Efficient evaluation of local illuminance

s provided by a photon cache. It employs a spatial data-structure
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nd loads photons in blocks representing voxels of an octree, ef-

ciently reducing storage access when photons are gathered for a

equence of adjacent locations [38].

DC calculations with the Photon Map and data-driven BSDFs

ave been employed in daylight performance assessments by the

lluminance-based metrics spatial Daylight Autonomy and Annual

unlight Exposure [3,39,40]. Based on a recent modification of the

hoton Map [41], the presented work extends the application of

he Photon Map in CBDM to image synthesis for visual comfort

ssessments employing luminance-based metrics.

.5. Objectives

A CBDM technique for image synthesis is developed, tested, and

emonstrated. The method shall

• Allow efficient sampling of arbitrary data-driven BSDFs as well

as geometric models of CFS,
• Reduce complexity when compared to the 5PM to support its

applicability, yet
• Achieve the high accuracy of the 5PM.

To test the validity of the method, its result shall be com-

ared to backward ray-tracing for one exemplary time-step (with

trace) as well as the annual results of the 5PM (employing

contrib). Effects of data-driven modelling shall be tested by

omparison of results achieved by the new method with data-

riven BSDF models, and geometric models of an exemplary CFS.

inally, the simulation technique is demonstrated in an exemplary

omparative performance assessments of two CFSs employing the

lare metrics DGI and DGP.

. Method

.1. Refined computation of the solar component

Photon mapping is particularly efficient in the simulation of

ight propagation constrained either by the size, or the direction-

lity of light sources. In these cases, relatively few samples emit-

ed from the source account for the bulk of the luminous flux.

ending random rays backward, on the other hand, requires a very

igh sampling resolution to ensure that such sources are accounted

or. This is the reason why the solar component in the 5PM is

omputed without internal inter-reflections, and with a modified

odel of the evaluated space comprising - besides the fenestration

only Lambertian surfaces. The computation of the solar compo-

ent employing the Photon Map, on the other hand, can rely on

he unmodified model.

Sky and fenestration are modelled just as for the 5PM. The re-

ned sky model comprises distant sources with the true angular

iameter of the sun (≈ 0.5◦). A Reinhart sky discretization with

× 6 subdivisions is chosen, leading to 5184 sun positions. The fen-

stration is represented by a data-driven BSDF model.1 The BSDF

s stored in a tensor-tree structure with the initial resolution set to

he current maximum of 128 × 128 incident, and equal number of

utgoing directions.

Photon emission is performed by the Radiance program

kpmap. Due to the high number of light sources, a high target

f 4G contribution photons2 is set. For the given sky model, this re-

ults in a theoretical average of 4G/5184 ≈ 772K photons per light

ource. The effective number of photons per light source will be

igher, since sun positions that are not visible from the fenestra-

ion do not contribute and increase the weight of the other sun
1 Although not in the focus of this work, the Photon Map supports geometric

odelling of CFS just as well.
2 In this text, G stands for 1000000000, M for 1000000, and K for 1000.

6
e

ositions. Since the memory required to store 4G photons exceeds

he resources on typical hardware, the OoC implementation of the

hoton Map is applied.3 Photons are visualised directly to make

fficient use of the photon cache.

Following photon emission, a DC calculation is performed.

ourly imagery Isun is generated by folding daylight coeffi-

ients DCsun with custom sky vectors Ssun, as generated with

enskyvec.4

sun = DCsun × Ssun (1)

Parameters for mkpmap and rcontrib are listed in

able C.1 in Appendix C.

This approach maintains the high directional resolution, that is

chieved by the 5PM only for the first two segments of light propa-

ation between sky model and fenestration, and between fenestra-

ion and first interior surface, along the entire path of light propa-

ation over multiple reflection and transmission steps.

.2. Three Phase Method calculation of diffuse sky

The luminance distribution of the sky hemisphere, excluding

he sun and the circumsolar region, is characterized by a low gra-

ient. This allows, just like in the 5PM, to employ the 3PM in the

omputation of the diffuse sky component without loss of accu-

acy. Light paths are split and stored in separate matrices:

V, the view matrix connecting view point and fenestration,

T, the transmission matrix representing the fenestration by its

low-resolution BSDF,

D, the daylight matrix accounting for exterior inter-reflections

and shading, and relating the fenestration BSDF to the sky

discretisation, and

Ssky, the diffuse sky matrix, comprising the hourly luminance

averages of sky elements, excluding the sun, for one year.

The diffuse sky component is then computed by multiplication

f the four matrices, leading to a matrix of positions and time-

teps Esky in the case of sensor signals, or pixel-indices and times-

teps Isky, stored as a sequence of images in the case of image-

eneration:

sky = V × T × D × Ssky (2)

ote that diffuse sky-light can be computed directly in one pass

nd without model modifications, while the 5PM requires the sum

f diffuse sky-light and reflected sun-light.

In cases when the evaluated space is illuminated by fenestra-

ion comprising zones of different configurations, or apertures that

re oriented toward different directions, these are grouped into

indow groups and calculated separately, just as common practice

n applications of the 3PM. The 3PM calculation of diffuse sky-light

s implemented by backward ray-tracing with the Radiance pro-

rams rfluxmtx, gendaymtx, and dctimestep.

.3. Adding fenestration’s visual detail

Under perfectly diffuse illumination, the fenestration would be

epresented only by the result of the 3PM, which is solely based

n the low-resolution data-driven BSDF. Even with diffuse sky con-

itions, visible geometry of the system may contribute signifi-

antly to the visual information and potentially affect visual com-

ort. A separate DC calculation is therefore performed in analogy
3 This requires to set the switch -DPMAP_OOC at compile-time [42, p. 14].
4 The diffuse sky is excluded (switch -d), the subdivision of the sky refined (-m

), and the luminance of the sky element is scaled according to the angular diam-

ter of the sun (-5 -.533).
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Fig. 1. Cellular office and view points v1, v2 employed in the exemplary evaluation

of the proposed CBDM technique [43].

Table 1

Configurations of fenestration systems FS1 and FS2.
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to Eq. (1), but employing backward ray-tracing and sky vectors ex-

cluding the direct sun component, only for the image region cov-

ered by the fenestration. If available, a geometric model of the fen-

estration is used with a moderately refined model of the diffuse

sky. The resulting imagery Isky,fen is masked, and replaces the vis-

ible fenestration resulting from the 3PM simulation of the diffuse

sky component.

2.4. Composition of hourly images

Hourly imagery is composed by simple summation of the com-

ponent imagery Isun, and Isky or Isky,fen for each time-step n:

In = Isun,n +
{

Isky,n non-fenestration
Isky, f en,n within fenestration

(3)

2.5. Cases to test and demonstrate the method

2.5.1. An exemplary cellular office

The proposed CBDM technique is applied to the model of an ex-

emplary, South-facing cellular office (Fig. 1) [43]. The simulations

are performed based on weather data of a representative meteoro-

logical year for Izmir, Turkey, at hourly intervals. The facade is ver-

tically divided into three window zones (Table 1). The upper zone,

later on referred to as window group wg1, is located above the eye

level of a sitting or standing occupant and assumed to be most ef-

fective in the admission of daylight. wg2 is supposed to provide a

view to the outside, but to be less important for daylight supply.

wg3 is below the work plane level and therefore does not signifi-

cantly contribute to daylight illumination. Depending on the build-

ing context, it may provide a visual connection to the outside, and

it has to be accounted for in glare evaluations due to possible re-

flections.

Two fenestration systems FS1 and FS2, featuring typical prop-

erties of CFS such as directional selectivity and irregular transmis-

sion, are evaluated in the exemplary application of the proposed

CBDM.

2.5.2. FS1: Static retro-reflecting fenestration

Fenestration system FS1 features highly specular slats featur-

ing a complex geometric profile illustrated by Fig. 2.5 The slats of
5 RetroLuxTherm 12 mm louvers for daylight control, patent Helmut Köster.

F

w

idth w = 12 mm have a vertical distance of �z = 10 mm, and

re tilted toward the outside by α = 4◦. They comprise a retro-

eflection component (a) and an attached light-shelf (b in Fig. 2).

he configuration of the system in wg1, CFS1, deflects incident sun-

ight upward. In wg2 and wg3, configuration CFS2 retro-reflects

un-light to reduce glare and solar gains. It maintains a view to

he outside due to the particular profile of the slats allowing an

lmost horizontal orientation [44,45]. The system is chosen as an

xample that allows both geometric and data-driven modelling.

Geometric models of CFS1 and CFS2 are set up by extrusion

f the slats’ profiles. The upper surface is assumed to act as an

lmost perfect mirror (reflectance ρ = 0.94, specular reflectance

s = 0.85). Semi-specular reflection is attributed to the lower side

ρ = 0.85, ρs = 0.17). To ensure equivalency of geometric and data-

riven models, latter are derived from former by genBSDF. For

aximum accuracy of the data-driven model, the initial resolution

f the tensor tree before data-reduction is set to 128 × 128 incident

nd outgoing directions (Table B.1 in Section B.1).

.5.3. FS2: Redirecting film with operated shading

Fenestration system FS2 employs an adhesive prismatic film on

clear glass substrate, CFS3, that is applied only to wg1. Its micro-

tructure redirects incident light upward toward the ceiling. The

ower window zones wg2 and wg3 are equipped with a retractable

oller-shade, CFS4, that is assumed to be operated according to the

isual comfort conditions in the attached room. Fig. 3 shows the

ense structure of the fabric. Its normal-hemispherical transmis-

ion τ and reflection ρ for the inside (subscript ) and outside
ig. 2. Profiles of FS1. In CFS1, segment b points outward and deflect sun-light up-

ard. In CFS2, segment a of the flipped profile retro-reflects sun-light in summer.
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Fig. 3. Dense fabric of CFS4 as employed in FS2.

Table 2

Optical properties of the fabric

employed in CFS4.

τ v, nh ρv, nh, ext ρv, nh, int

0.014 0.438 0.241
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Table 3

Thresholds applied to DGP and DGI.

Rating DGP DGI

Imperceptible < 0.35 < 0.18

Perceptible < 0.40 < 0.24

Disturbing < 0.45 < 0.31

Intolerable > 0.45 > 0.31
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subscript ext) are listed in Table 2.6 Note that these properties re-

er to visible light (subscript v).

The BSDF of CFS3 and CFS4, are gonio-photometrically measured

nd compiled into Radiance tensor-tree models. The maximum di-

ectional resolution for anisotropic models of 128 × 128 incident

nd outgoing directions is applied to CFS3. For CFS4, an isotropic

epresentation is chosen to further increase the directional resolu-

ion to 512 × 512 directions (Table B.2 in Section B.2).

.6. Testing the validity of the method with geometric and

ata-driven fenestration models

Testing the validity of the proposed CBDM technique aims to

dentify and explain deviations in the results of glare assessments.

o account for the particular sensitivity of such assessments to dif-

erent kinds of errors introduced by the modelling and image gen-

ration techniques, not only the imagery is compared but also the

esults of glare assessments for an exemplary view (v1 in Fig. 1).

he test aims at different aspects of the modelling and simulation

ethod:

1. The general applicability of data-driven modelling, effectively

replacing geometrical detail and non-uniformity of the CFS by

its average transmission characteristics, is verified. This test is

implemented by the comparison of annual glare assessments

employing the geometric model of FS1 with that employing a

data-driven model generated from the geometric model.

2. From the results of annual simulations with geometric and

data-driven models of FS1, the time-step with the highest dis-

agreement in terms of DGP is identified. The images generated

from geometric and data-driven models for this time-step are

compared, and possible reasons for deviations are investigated.

3. For the same time-step, that is considered to represent a prob-

lematic sky condition, the results achieved by the proposed

CBDM technique – employing the Photon Map – are compared

to reference imagery generated by backward ray-tracing, which

is considered ground truth. The images are quantitatively an-

alyzed using evalglare7 and pextreme. This test is per-

formed with the geometric and data-driven models of FS1, as

well as data-driven modelling of FS2.
6 The reflection properties are derived from measurements of the BSDF under an

blique incident angle θi = 30◦ , to avoid partial shadowing of the reflected peak by

he detector.
7 A fixed luminance threshold of 2000cd m−2 is set in the detection of glare

ources [46].

r

j

g

.7. Demonstration of the method

.7.1. Exemplary glare assessment

The results of the annual simulations with FS1 and FS2 are eval-

ated and compared. For FS1, the annual results of both geometric

nd data-driven models are presented. For FS2, the effective an-

ual glare probability is quantified by combining the results of the

enestration with clear glazing in wg2 and wg3 if DGP < 0.40, and

therwise assuming a closed shading.

The annual frequency of glare conditions and 95 percentile8

GI and DGP are analysed by histograms. The thresholds reported

n Table 3 [47] are applied to rate the exemplary cases according

o the calculated glare metrics.9

.7.2. Comparison with the Five Phase Method

The results of the Photon Map based annual simulation are

ontrasted with those of the 5PM. The office model with FS2, but

view point facing the facãde is chosen (v2 in Fig. 1). The sun,

hen at low altitudes in the South, is expected to cause a high-

ight on the glossy surface of the desk. Hourly imagery is gener-

ted employing CBDM with the Photon Map and the established

PM. DGP is applied to the results, and the time-step showing the

ighest deviation is analysed in detail.

. Results and discussion

.1. Results of CBDM with geometric modelling for one time-step

Fig. 4 (a)–(c) show imagery Isky,wg for one time-step (January

st, 1:30 p.m.), representing the diffuse sky component as ad-

itted through the three window groups of FS1. The images are

echnically generated employing the 3PM with a diffuse-only sky

ector. Their sum is the combined sky component image Isky

Fig. 4(d)). Note that the patches of the coarse directional basis as

mployed in the 3PM are visible in the image region covered by

he fenestration. These artefacts do not occur in Isky,fen (Fig. 4(e)),

he result of a refined DC calculation constrained to the directly

isible fenestration.

The direct solar image component Isun for the time-step is

hown in Fig. 4(f)). Due to the direct visualisation of contribution

hotons, low-frequency photon noise is apparent in regions not ex-

osed to directionally transmitted sun-light. High-frequency pixel

oise occurs in image regions where direct sun-light, accounted for

y backward ray-tracing, reaches diffuse surfaces. Deflected sun-

ight causes visible caustics along the wall adjacent to the fenes-

ration, as well as on the ceiling.

The time-step image I (Fig. 6(a)), composed from Isky, and Isky,fen

r Isun, is contrasted with the results of backward ray-tracing in

ig. 6. While Fig. 6(a) and (c) show a good overall accordance,

rtefacts are apparent. Fig. 6(a) inherits the low-frequency photon

oise and high-frequency pixel noise from Fig. 4(f). Fig. 6(c), on the

ther hand, shows the cloud-alike artefacts of the ambient cache in

egions where the illuminance gradient is high, e.g. the ceiling ad-

acent to the fenestration. Since Fig. 6(c) is down-sampled from a
8 The comparison of percentiles follows standard procedures for the evaluation of

lare by daylight [1].
9 DGP thresholds, referenced by [1], have been adjusted recently 48, Table 10.
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Fig. 4. Top: Diffuse sky components Isky,0, Isky,1, Isky,2 contributed by three window groups of FS1 (a-c). Bottom: Combined diffuse sky component Isky = Isky,0 + Isky,1 + Isky,2 (d),

refined DC computation of the fenestration under diffuse sky-light Isky,fen (e), and solar component Isun (f). Only Isun (f) is computed by photon-mapping.

Fig. 5. Combined diffuse sky contribution Isky (a), backward DC computation of the fenestration Isky,fen (b), and photon-mapping computation of the solar component Isun

through FS1 (c). While a) is identical with Fig. 4(d), the latter two are based on data-driven modelling.
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higher pixel resolution, high-frequency pixel noise is reduced. Con-

sequently, the shadow pattern of the slats of the CFS is clearly pro-

nounced.

3.2. Results of CBDM with data-driven modelling for one time-step

The diffuse sky component in Fig. 5(a) is identical to that in

Fig. 4(d). The fenestration component Isky,fen in Fig. 5(b) lacks the

linear structures caused by the slats comprising FS1, but otherwise

agrees with the fenestration component resulting from the geo-

metric model Fig. 4(e).

The direct solar component Fig. 5(c) differs from that by ge-

ometric modelling (Fig. 4(f) in that the high-frequency pixel noise

on the wall is replaced by low-frequency photon noise. This can be

explained by the fact that the directional transmission through the

data-driven BSDF, other than the geometric model, is accounted for

by contribution photons. Since photon density is relatively low in

this image region, due to the shading effect of the CFS, noise be-

comes apparent. Consequently, on surfaces with high photon den-

sity, such as the caustics on the wall close to the fenestration and

the ceiling, photon noise decreases. The distinct shadow of the
raming on the desk, as in Fig. 6(a) and (c), is less pronounced

n Fig. 6(b) due to bias. This can be attributed to the low photon

ensity on surfaces where the sun is effectively blocked by the CFS

onfiguration of the lower window zones.

.3. Testing validity for one time-step

Testing the validity of the proposed CBDM technique for visual

omfort assessments has to distinguish errors introduced by the

ethod from those related to the modelling technique.

First, the impact of the data-driven modelling is assessed by

omparing the results of data-driven and geometric modelling

f FS1 for the time-step showing the highest deviation of DGP

Section 3.3.1).

Second, the results of the proposed CBDM technique for this

ime-step (Sections 3.3.2, 3.3.3 and 3.3.4) are compared in detail

o backward ray-tracing to test the simulation technique.

Third, extending the test from one time-step to annual simula-

ion, the results of a comparison of CBDM employing the Photon

ap with the 5PM are presented in Section 3.3.5.
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Fig. 6. Results of the proposed CBDM technique employing the Photon Map with geometric (a) and data-driven (b) models of FS1, compared to the reference by backward

ray-tracing (c). Corresponding solid angles of potential glare sources (L ≥ 2000 cd m−2) are 1.29sr (a), 0.94sr (b), and 1.94sr (c).

Fig. 7. Annual distribution of DGP by geometric modelling of FS1.

Fig. 8. Annual distribution of DGP by data-driven modelling of FS1.
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Table 4

Sky conditions on 12th of March, 11:30, accord-

ing to the weather file for Izmir. The azimuth

angle is given from South to East.

Solar altitude 45.8◦

Azimuth 18.8◦

Direct-normal irradiance 901 Wm−2

Diffuse-horizontal irradiance 101 Wm−2

b

a

a

t

All presented tests aim at an annual rating of glare, measured

y DGI and DGP according to the classification listed in Table 3.

hese metrics rely on the accurate detection and quantification of

lare sources, characterised by high luminance, and the integration

ver the field of view evaluating to eye illuminance Ev. Artefacts

uch as photon noise, which may be problematic e.g. in visualisa-

ions, are expected to have minor effect on the selected metrics

ince they affect mostly darker image regions.10 Consequently, the

resented results do not allow conclusions on the applicability of

he method for any applications other than glare assessments.

.3.1. Identification of a problematic time-step

The DGP metric is applied to the results of annual simulations

mploying both modelling techniques with FS1. The annual distri-
10 This assumption may not hold true in cases when the average luminance of

uch regions would reach the threshold of 2000lx sr−1.

m

m

h

utions of DGP, based on the geometric and data-driven models,

re illustrated as heat-maps in Figs. 7 and 8. While these show

high degree of accordance over most of the evaluation period,

he two modelling techniques lead to obvious differences for late

orning hours in March (marked by white frames on the heat-

aps).

Hourly values of DGP and Ev on March 12th, which has the

ighest deviation between geometric and data-driven models, are
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Table 5

Results of single time-step analysis by evalglare.

# Modeling method Ev L̄ L̃ Lmax DGP DGI ωs

[lx] [cd m−2] [cd m−2] [cd m−2] [–] [–] [sr]

FS1, view v1, Mar. 12thu

1 backward ray-tracing, geometric 2550.9 1135.3 675.2 2.66e+03 0.447 26.1 0.782

2 Photon Map CBDM, geometric 4243.7 2519.6 548.8 4.06e+06 0.869 40.7 0.685

3 geometric, oversampling 2319.1 1091.5 554.6 1.02e+05 0.520 29.0 0.773

4 data-driven 2405.2 1162.9 551.6 1.38e+03 0.379 23.1 0.782

FS2, view v1, March 12th

5 backward ray-tracing, data-driven 3075.9 1412.8 754.4 2.24e+02 0.354 16.1 0.766

6 Photon Map CBDM, data-driven 3184.3 1517.8 739.3 2.63e+03 0.363 17.1 0.812

FS2, view v2, Sep. 29th

7 Photon Map CBDM, data-driven 10640.4 2043.3 602.0 3.22e+05 0.882 32.7 0.551

8 5PM, data-driven 9311.9 1807.5 513.0 1.86e+05 0.796 32.1 0.564

9 3PM, data-driven 11537.8 2145.5 548.3 1.13e+05 0.920 32.2 0.539

Fig. 9. Hourly values of DGP on March 12th by geometric (geo, geo+os) and data-

driven modelling of FS1.
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shown in Fig. 9. The two curves, labelled geo for geometric, and dd

for data-driven modelling, illustrate the impact of the modelling

technique on the results of the new CBDM technique for one day.

The significant mismatch with the reference (labelled ref) for the

given day is limited to one time-step at 11:30 am.11 The record

of the weather file that corresponds to this time-step, shown in

Table 4, indicates sunny sky conditions. The sun, although shaded

by the CFS, is in the field of view. The luminance distribution of

the sky for this time-step is calculated by gendaylit. Reference

images are rendered for both CFS by backward ray-tracing. Over-

sampling in the image domain, and the use of proxy geometry

complementing the data-driven BSDF model of FS1, aim to reduce

rendering artefacts. A linear false-color scale is applied to illustrate

the luminance values. The reference images are shown in Fig. 10

(a) for FS1, and Fig. 13 (a) for FS2. Average L̄, median L̃, and max-

imum luminance Lmax, eye illuminance Ev, glare metrics DGP and

DGI, and the sum the solid angles of the detect glare sources ωs of

the reference images are reported in rows 1 and 5 of Table 5.

Fig. 10 shows the imagery corresponding to the problematic

time-step and FS1. Visual inspection reveals that a distinct vertical

highlight, due to deflection on the curved slats of FS1, is replicated

by the reference (a) and the data-driven model (c), but not by

the geometric model (b). Compared to the reference (a), the data-

driven model – due to its limited directional resolution – spreads
11 The refined approach leading to curve geo+os is explained in Section 3.3.2.

e

r

he directional transmission and thereby widens the vertical high-

ight (c).

Table 5 reveals the poor agreement of the image statistics as

ell as the glare metrics based on the geometric model of FS1 (row

) with the reference (row 1). The geometric model leads to max-

mum pixel values that are more than three decades higher than

hose of the reference. Since only few, isolated pixels in Fig. 10 a)

ontribute these extremely high luminance values due to direct

ransmission of sun-light, this disagreement is not apparent in a

isual inspection. Impact on the glare metrics is, however, signif-

cant. Ev is over-estimated by a factor of 2. While only DGP di-

ectly accounts for the high Ev predicted by the geometric model,

oth glare metrics are affected by the bright concentrated pixels,

hich are detected as glare sources. Consequently, glare is dras-

ically overestimated by the results of CBDM with the geometric

odel.

Data-driven modelling of FS1, on the other hand, achieves good

greement with backward ray-tracing in terms of all image statis-

ics but L̃ and Lmax (row 4 in Table 5). The latter effects the glare

etrics. In terms of DGP and DGI, the reference is closer to the

esults by data-driven than geometric modelling, but - due to the

roximity to the DGP threshold of 0.40 (according to Table 3) -

eads to a different rating.

.3.2. CBDM with geometric modelling of FS1

The attribution of directional transmission to few isolated, but

xtremely bright pixels (reflected by the high Lmax in row 2 of

able 5) can be explained as an artefact of pixel sampling. The

esolution of images generated by the CBDM technique is set to

024 × 1024 pixels2. Given the view point and the narrow distance

f the slats comprising FS1, each image pixel represents a range of

iew directions that includes a fraction hitting the reflective slats,

s well as unobstructed directions missing them. Parts of the view

irections reaching the slats form a bright mirror-image of the

un, while others, due to the bend profile, are reflected to other

ky directions and are missing the sun. The effect is eliminated

n the reference, which is rendered at a higher pixel resolution

f 8192 × 8192 pixels2 and subsequently down-sampled, effectively

veraging 64 rays into one pixel value.

To verify this explanation of the differences between CBDM

ith the Photon Map and the reference, employing the same ge-

metric model, a second CBDM simulation with geometric mod-

lling and pixel oversampling by a factor of 40, is performed.12 The
12 Note that this approach is not generally applicable due to the computational

ffort – it took two weeks to arrive at the results. Eight rcontrib processes were

unning in parallel on a 2.2 GHz Intel Xeon E5-2660.
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Fig. 10. Reference for FS1 (a), and results of the proposed CBDM technique employing the Photon Map with geometric (b) and data-driven (c) models.

Fig. 11. Geometric model, oversampling.
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ffect is a pronounced highlight shown in Fig. 11, which closely

atches that of the reference (Fig. 10(a)). The quantitative evalu-

tion leads to results (row 3 in Table 5) that are close to the ref-

rence (row 1) and the results of data-driven modelling (row 4) in

erms of Ev, L̄, L̃, and at least closer in the case of Lmax. The lat-

er is still almost two decades higher when compared to the ref-

rence. Consequently, the agreement in terms of DGP and DGI is

etter than without oversampling, yet, it leads to a overestimation

f glare (Fig. 9, label geo+os).

.3.3. CBDM with data-driven modelling of FS1

CBDM with data-driven models shows good agreement with the

eference in terms of Ev and L̄ (rows 1 and 4 in Table 5). Yet,

max is significantly lower than with backward ray-tracing. This can

e attributed to the widened high-light on the fenestration. Since
Fig. 12. DSF of CFS1 (a) and CFS2 (b) for incid
he latter exceeds the threshold of 2000 cd m−2 it is detected as

glare-source. Consequently, DGI and DGP are moderately (com-

ared to geometric modelling) overestimated.

The disagreement is a systematic shortcoming of the data-

riven model and its maximum directional resolution of ≈ 1.5◦

in the case of anisotropic scattering), which cannot accurately

eplicate the apparent angular diameter of the sun of ≈ 0.5◦.

ig. 12 shows the distribution of transmitted light for the incident

irection corresponding to the sun according to Table 4. The dis-

ribution is illustrated by the DSF = BSDF × cos θs to avoid the ex-

ggeration of values at directions close to θs = 90◦. For both con-

gurations, the redirecting CFS1 applied to wg0, and the retro-

eflecting CFS2 of wg1 and wg2, direct transmission is indicated by

peak in the distribution at θs ≈ 131◦, θs ≈ 107◦, in line with the

ncident direction θs = 49◦, φs = −73◦. The low sun elevation, less

han 20◦ above the horizon, reduces the shading effect of the CFS

nd leads to partial visibility of the sun through the gaps between

he slats. The direct transmission of sun-light is complemented by

pronounced linear feature, caused by vertical deflection of in-

ident light reflected upward – by the mirror-like top surfaces of

he slats – or downward by multiple reflections. For CFS1, the up-

ard deflection is intended, while for CFS2 it constitutes a poten-

ial source of glare.

.3.4. CBDM with data-driven modelling of FS2

Fig. 13 confirms good agreement of the results of the proposed

BDM technique (a) with backward ray-tracing (b). Since the im-

ges are based on the same data-driven model here, any differ-

nces can be accounted either to the employed simulation algo-

ithms, or to the discretisation of the sky model by CBDM. The

atter is apparent in the shape of the highlight caused by forward-
ent sun direction according to Table 4.
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Fig. 13. Reference image for FS2 (a) and results of CBDM employing the Photon Map with data-driven modelling (b). Forward-scattered sun-light by reference (c) and CBDM

(d).

Fig. 14. View toward FS2, September 29th. Result of CBDM employing the Photon Map (a), 5PM (b), and 3PM(c).

Fig. 15. Histograms (bars), cumulative density (filled curve), and 95 percentile DGP. Result of CBDM employing the Photon Map (a), 5PM (b), and 3PM(c) for view as in

Fig. 14.

t

t

m

l

Fig. 16. 95 percentile DGP and DGI achieved by FS1 and FS2. The less reliable re-

sults of geometric modelling of FS1, and the unrealistic case of FS2 with constantly

open shade, are given for completeness in dimmer color.
scattered sun-light passing CFS3, and the sky gradient toward the

horizon. Compared to the reference (Fig. 13(a)), which employs the

continuous sky luminance distribution by gendaylit, the high-

light in Fig. 13(b) is enlarged. This can be explained by the in-

terpolation of the eventual sun direction between the fixed 5185

sun positions of the Reinhart sky employed in the computation of

the solar component Isun. The coarser subdivision of Isky,fen causes

patch-artefacts that are visible through the clear glazing of wg1

and wg2.

Table 5 rows 5 and 6 show good agreement of all image statis-

tics with the reference. The one noteable deviation is Lmax, which

is ≈ 12 times higher in the results of the CBDM technique. A closer

inspection of the highlight in CFS3 reveals considerable pixel noise

in the latter (Fig. 13 d). Since evalglare considers the entire

area of CFS3 as one glare source, the noise is effectively eliminated

by averaging in the glare evaluation. This is reflected by the accor-

dance of the glare evaluation by DGP and DGI.

3.3.5. Comparison with 3PM and 5PM

Fig. 14 shows corresponding time-step imagery generated by

the proposed CBDM method employing the Photon Map, and by
he 5PM based on backward ray-tracing. September 29th shows

he strongest disagreements in terms of DGP for the two CBDM

ethods - 0.882 for the Photon Map, and 0.795 for the 5PM. The

ow-resolution 3PM leads to an even higher DGP of 0.920. Due to
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Fig. 17. Operation of sun-shade with FS2 (black: closed).

Fig. 18. Histograms (bars), cumulative density (filled curve), and 95 percentile DGP. Data-driven (a) and geometric (b) models of FS1, and data-driven model of FS2 (c).
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he very high eye illuminance characterizing this time-step, the re-

ults of DGP metric are governed by the Ev term in this case, so

hat the 5PM cannot show its strengths in the accurate represen-

ation of glare sources. However, since the fenestration covers only

small fraction of the field of view, this effect is limited to rela-

ively few time-steps. This is reflected by the good agreement of

BDM employing the Photon Map, 5PM, and 3PM in terms of 95

ercentile DGP (Fig. 15).

Closer visual inspection of the imagery reveals the characteristic

ow-frequency photon noise in Fig. 14(a), and the high-frequency

ixel-noise in Fig. 14(b). While the former can be explained by the

nsufficient density of photons on surfaces not reached by directly

ransmitted or directionally deflected sun-light, the latter is due to

he insufficient density of stochastic rays sent toward the sun.

.4. Exemplary application of the method in the comparison of FS1

nd FS2

The comparison of the two CFS addresses glare conditions ex-

erienced by the seated occupant (v1 in Fig. 1). 95 percentile

GP and DGI for the two CFS are illustrated in Fig. 16. Results

or FS2, but without shading, are included (FS2open). The 95 per-

entiles are computed from the frequencies of annual DGP and

GI, based on the proposed CBDM technique with data-driven

odelling of FS1 and FS2. For DGP, these are illustrated by his-

ograms and cumulative density curves as shown in Fig. 18(a) and

c). For completeness, the results based on geometric modelling of

S1 with pixel oversampling are reported in Fig. 18(b) and included

n Fig. 16 (FS1geo), although they have to be considered less robust,

s discussed in Section 3.3.2.

For FS1, the 95 percentile DGI based on geometric modelling

21.60, 25.2 with pixel oversampling) is higher than based on

he data-driven model (21.16). However, both modelling techniques

ead to a consistent rating of perceptible, not disturbing glare ac-

ording to Table 3. This agrees with the 95 percentile DGP based
n data-driven modelling (0.34). Geometric modelling, which is

onsidered problematic as discussed before, predicts disturbing

lare (0.41, 0.43 with pixel oversampling).

FS2, when compared to FS1, achieves significantly better glare

atings in terms of 95 percentile DGI (15.61 for FS2, 21.16 for FS1).

GP, on the other hand, a metric that has been explicitly devel-

ped for cases with extended fenestration, leads to identical 95

ercentile results for FS1 (0.34) and FS2 (0.34), just below the

hreshold between imperceptible and perceptible (but not disturb-

ng) glare.

The reported 95 percentile DGP and DGI for FS2 rely on the op-

ration of a sun-shade, occluding the lower window groups wg1

nd wg2 and thereby significantly affecting the view to the out-

ide. The assumed operation schedule, based on a set-point of

GP ≥ 0.40 and hourly evaluation, is illustrated by Fig. 17.

. Conclusions

A method for the generation of imagery for visual comfort as-

essments, namely glare evaluations, is presented. It extends a

rior approach that applied the Photon Map to quantify daylight

rovision [39].

The presented CBDM technique is similar to the 5PM in that

t allows for accurate annual simulations with data-driven BSDF

odels. Other than the 5PM, it does not require scene modifica-

ions. The method is particularly efficient in cases when techniques

o limit the impact of stochastic sampling in backward ray-tracing,

uch as the BSDF proxy or peak extraction are unavailable. While

he method matches the 5PM in terms of accuracy, the complexity

f the simulation process is drastically reduced to one 3PM step,

nd one DC calculation comprising photon distribution and gather-

ng passes.

The results of the proposed CBDM technique show a high de-

ree of accordance with backward ray-tracing. This holds true not

nly in the visual and quantitative comparison of images, but also
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in terms of the tested glare metrics DGP and DGI for individual

time-steps as well as annual evaluations.

As with any method employing average BSDF to model CFS,

non-uniformity over the fenestration area e.g. due to visible geo-

metric detail is not accounted for. However, for the evaluated case

of FS1, spatial averaging over the fenestration area and the limited

directional resolution of the data-driven model were found to im-

pact the glare evaluations less than the sampling resolution in the

image domain with geometric modelling. Even 40 × oversampling

of image pixels could not fully eliminate this effect, when geomet-

ric modelling is applied. The impact of spatial averaging over the

fenestration area occurring with data-driven, and of pixel sampling

artefacts with geometric modelling on glare assessment asks for

more research covering a wider range of CFS.

Even with a high number of 4G photons, possible only due to

the OoC data-structure, the Photon Map algorithm introduces vis-

ible photon noise and bias since only a small fraction of photons

contributes to each daylight coefficient. The artefacts may be per-

ceived as unpleasant, but do not effect typical visual comfort as-

sessments, e.g. glare evaluations employing DGP and DGI. The ef-

fect on appearance may be even more severe if the spatial extent

of the model increases, since the same number of photons would

be distributed over a larger space. A possible approach to reduce

the visibility of photon noise and bias would be the indirect visual-

isation of photons by one inter-reflection step, which is the default

behaviour of the Photon Map module for Radiance. However, this

renders the photon cache ineffective, which is a prerequisite for

the efficient utilization of the OoC data-structure. The scalability of

the method, and its capability to provide not only valid but visu-

ally pleasant results, are considered to be worthwhile to be further

investigated.

It is hoped that the simplicity of the presented simulation pro-

cess will allow its future integration into building performance

simulation software. This would contribute to research in the field

of daylighting, and provide practitioners with a new tool support-

ing planning decisions in the design of high performance buildings.

The comparison of the two CFS illustrates the need to balance

different aspects of visual comfort in daylighting. While FS2 out-

performs FS1 in terms of DGI, in the light of identical 95 per-

centile DGP the continuous provision of an almost unobstructed

view through FS1 is a strong argument for optimized, static CFS.

Based on the results of this exemplary application of the presented

CBDM technique, the reconcilability of view and glare control in

the appropriate window zones is considered a major and reward-

ing objective in daylighting, that deserves closer attention in re-

search as well as in the practice of architects and engineers.
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ppendix A. Sequence of simulation steps comprising the 5PM

The 5PM is an established, yet elaborate CBDM method for ac-

urate image generation. It comprises a sequence of simulation

teps, and operations on the resulting imagery to effectively re-

lace the direct solar component from the 3PM by a more accurate

imulation:

1. Standard 3PM image generation, N inter-reflections, 145

sky regions, and Klems-basis fenestration model: I145,−ab N =
V145,−ab N · T · D · S.

2. Generation of a reflection map for the given view: ρ.

3. Model modification so that interior surface reflectance ρ =
0, and computation of illuminance view matrix, one inter-

reflection: VE,145,−ab 1.

4. Pixel-wise multiplication of illuminance view matrix with the

reflection map to solve direct solar view matrix: V145,−ab 1 =
VE,145,−ab 1 · ρ.

5. 3PM image generation from direct solar view matrix with sun-

only sky matrix: Isun,145,−ab 1 = V145,−ab 1 · T · D · Ssun,145.

6. Preparation of the refined solar model (5185 light sources):

Ssun,5185.

7. Computation of illuminance DC with black interior surfaces and

refined solar model, one inter-reflection: CE,5185,−ab 1.

8. Multiplication of illuminance DC with the reflection map to

calculate solar luminance DC for room surfaces: Cr,5185,−ab 1 =
CE,5185,−ab 1 · ρ.

9. Computation of luminance DC with black interior surfaces and

refined solar model to account for visible fenestration detail:

C f,5185,−ab N .

0. Generation of “direct solar” imagery by folding the sum of the

resulting DC for room and fenestration with a refined sun-only

sky matrix: Isun,5185,−ab 1 = (Cr,5185,−ab 1 + C f,5185,−ab N) · Ssun,5185.

1. Replacement of the 3PM’s “direct solar” component by the

result of the DC calculation: I5PM = I145,−ab N − Isun,145,−ab 1 +
Isun,5185,−ab 1.

ppendix B. Model generation parameters

1. Data-driven models from geometry

Data-driven models are generated from geometric descriptions

f CFS1 and CFS2 by genBSDF with the parameters reported in

able B.1.

Table B.1

Parameters for model generation by genBSDF.

Description Parameter Value

tensor rank, −t < M > < N > 4, 7

initial resolution 2N

ray accumulation (averaging) −c < N > 163,840

compute front scatter < −|+ > f +
compute back scatter < −|+ > b +
include geometry, unit < −|+ > geo < s > −, meter

rtrace arguments −r ’ < s > ’ listed below

diffuse inter-reflections −ab < N > 5

ambient divisions −ad < N > 2

maximum ray weight −lw < k > 0.2

2. Data-driven models from measurements

Data-driven models are generated from interpolants, which rep-

esent front- and back-scattering by sets of radial basis functions,

mploying the command bsdf2ttree with the parameters re-

orted in Table B.2.

https://doi.org/10.13039/501100013348
https://doi.org/10.13039/501100013339
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Table B.2

Parameters for model generation by bsdf2ttree.

Description Parameter CFS3 CFS4

initial resolution 2N −g < N > 7 9

data-reduction by % −t < N > 98 98

A

C

p

e

R

[

[

[

[

[

[

[

[

[

[

[

[

[

[

ppendix C. Image generation parameters

1. Computation of the solar component

The direct solar component is calculated by folding DCsun, com-

uted with the parameters listed in Table C.1, with sky vectors for

ach time-step.

Table C.1

Parameters for photon distribution and image synthesis in the computation of the

solar component DCsun .

Description Parameter Value

mkpmap:

photon-port modifier −apo < s > outerGlass

file and target count −apC < s > < N > C.pm 4G

of contribution photons

rcontrib:

ambient reflections, −1 for −ab < N > −1

direct photon visualization

maximum ray weight −lw < k > 2∗10−4

specular threshold −st < k > 0.0

list of source modifiers −M < s > mods.lst

contribution photons −ap < s > < N > C.pm 108030

file, bandwidth

photon cache size −aC < N > 16M

photon cache page size −ac < N > 16

image resolution in pixels −x < M > −y < N > 1024, 1024
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